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Dear Rick: 

Your 3 March tae1110 and the final MR article have been in the middle of my 
desk since arrival. My alacrity or lack thereof in answering is no in dication of my interest in what you and Zeb have to say. A couple of 
weddings in the family and the annual budget joust with the Congress have 
combined to delay a response. 

It's a good paper. Unfortunately I've learned to be a skeptic about how 
much good one does by writing for publication. The real problem we have 
is in getting new ideas infused into the system, accepted, acted upon, 
and to have them become part of the fabric of our business. No question 
that change is brought on by talking about it a while first--it just 
isn't possible otherwise. In the case of your arguments about the role 
of the Army in support of coalition security this is expecially true. 
For today's truth is that the whole threat-strategy-requirements-mobili zation framework in which we have all been raised and trained is no 
longer applicable. And so we need a revolution in military thought in 
our country. But I caution that the last such revolution, which saw the change force "volunteer" to "mobilization" as a national military "policy", 
was over forty years in the making--from Emory Upton to Elihu Root and 
the early years of the General Staff. We haven't forty years to spare 
now. The Army can't afford to disappear into the frontier to chase 
Indians and go through the period of intellectual introspection that followed the Civil War. On the other hand, how do we get even a partial 
consensus at a level where we can move ahead. It goes back to the 
'leadership at the top" problem we talked of briefly when I came over 
to your place. 

So while I agree completely with what you say, although I might say it 
a little differently, I'm terribly frustrated at the horrible inertia 
around me. Maybe in your next paper you can move on from what should be 
done to the question of how to go about getting it done. 

I'ma flattered that you included me among your preview readers. It also 
occurs to me that collectively, and individually, we should quietly and 
persuasively continue to talk about this, reason it through, refine it, 
and so on, to lay the necessary intellectual groundwork for what has to 
happen if we are to modernize ourselves. 

Best wishes, 

LTC Frederic J. Brown 
National War College 

DONN A. STARRY Brigadier General, GS 
Director of Manpower 
and Forces, OACSFOR 


